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Photo examples
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People photos

Posed, showing activity

Candid, showing activity
Sign in with your library’s account
Choose photos

![Image of file selection dialog box showing a list of folders and files.

- Look in: aerah's Pictures
- Files of type: Photos and Videos ("jpg", "JPG", "jpeg", "JPEG")
- File name: Picture

Options available: Open, Cancel]
Select settings

Set privacy
- Private (only you see them)
- Visible to Friends
- Visible to Family
- Public (anyone can see them)

Upload Photos and Videos

Or, cancel and go to Your Photostream.
Add a title and description

Title:
Engineering Reference

Description:
Anne Glorioso assists Lia Vellardita with a tough question.
Wendt Library, UW-Madison
Photo #1

Tags:
"say cheese" "Wisconsin Libraries Say Cheese"
Add tags

Titles, descriptions, tags

Title:
Engineering Reference

Description:
Anne Glorioso assists Lia Vellardita with a tough question.
Wendt Library, UW-Madison
Photo #1

Tags:
"say cheese" "Wisconsin Libraries Say Cheese"
wendt
engineering
reference

“phrases go in quotation marks”
Join our photo group

1. Visit Group
2. Request Membership
3. Wait for your confirmation
Add photos to the pool

Wisconsin Libraries Say Cheese / Add photos or video

Select items to add to the group
View your success

Wisconsin Libraries Say Cheese

Success!

Group Pool (1 item | Add photos or video)

NEW From anne.rauh
Library stories
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Questions?

Annie Rauh - aerauh@engr.wisc.edu
Pete Gilbert - peter.j.gilbert@lawrence.edu